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ABSTRACT
Following the study of Darg et al. (2009; hereafter D09a) we explore the environments,
optical colours, stellar masses, star formation and AGN activity in a sample of 3003
pairs of merging galaxies drawn from the SDSS using visual classifications from the
Galaxy Zoo project. While D09a found that the spiral-to-elliptical ratio in (major)
mergers appeared higher than that of the global galaxy population, no significant dif-
ferences are found between the environmental distributions of mergers and a randomly
selected control sample. This makes the high occurrence of spirals in mergers unlikely
to be an environmental effect and must, therefore, arise from differing time-scales of
detectability for spirals and ellipticals. We find that merging galaxies have a wider
spread in colour than the global galaxy population, with a significant blue tail re-
sulting from intense star formation in spiral mergers. Galaxies classed as star-forming
using their emission-line properties have average star-formation rates approximately
doubled by the merger process though star formation is negligibly enhanced in merg-
ing elliptical galaxies. We conclude that the internal properties of galaxies significantly
affect the time-scales over which merging systems can be detected (as suggested by
recent theoretical studies) which leads to spirals being ‘over-observed’ in mergers. We
also suggest that the transition mass 3×1010M⊙, noted by Kauffmann et al. (2003a),
below which ellipticals are rare could be linked to disc survival/destruction in mergers.
Key words: catalogues – Galaxy:interactions – galaxies:evolution – galaxies: general
– galaxies:elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies:spiral
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The Galaxy Zoo project1 (Lintott et al. 2008) has helped
meet the need for extensive visual classification of galaxy
morphologies in a manner that does not presuppose their
spectro-photometric characteristics. Prior to this, large-
scale studies of morphology from surveys like SDSS re-
quired the use of proxies in place of actual morphol-
ogy (e.g. as in Bernardi et al. 2003), but this then biased
what their spectro-photometric characteristics actually are
(Schawinski et al. 2007a).
Similarly, locating mergers via structural parameters
such as concentration and asymmetry (Conselice 2003) is
problematic due to the great variety of configurations of
mergers (progenitor types, impact parameters and the stage
at which the system is viewed) making it difficult to define
a parameter space uniquely occupied by mergers. For these
reasons visual examination of images of galaxies (assuming
they are at redshifts low enough for a decent resolution)
is the best way to identify strongly-perturbed systems and
produce merger catalogues with minimal contamination (see
D09a for a more detailed discussion of merger-location tech-
niques).
In the first Galaxy Zoo mergers paper, D09a, we demon-
strated how the Galaxy Zoo web-interface is able to accom-
plish this by creating a measure (called the weighted merger-
vote fraction, fm ∈ [0, 1]; D09a Eq. 1) of how ‘merger-like’
an SDSS image appears to be (where an image attaining
fm = 1.0 is certain to be a merger and one with fm = 0 is
certain not to be). The fm values were used to estimate the
fraction of major mergers (where the stellar masses of the
progenitors M∗1 and M
∗
2 satisfy 1/3 < M
∗
1/M
∗
2 < 3) in the lo-
cal universe to be 1−3×C% forMr < −20.55 where C ∼ 1.5
is a correction factor for spectroscopic incompleteness.
We found that most systems with fm > 0.4 can confi-
dently be identified as mergers and used this limit to isolate
3003 merging pairs in the range 0.005 < z < 0.1.2 All 3003
pairs were then visually examined in order to assign mor-
phologies to the individual galaxies in each merger. From
this, we found that the spiral-to-elliptical ratio (Ns/Ne) in
merging systems was higher in our sample (Ns/Ne & 3
for fm > 0.4) compared to the global galaxy population
(Ns/Ne ∼ 1.5) which was determined using the statistical
corrections of Bamford et al. (2009) for all Galaxy Zoo mor-
phologies. We argued that the observed spiral excess is real
for major mergers, i.e., unlikely to be compensated by an
excess of ellipticals in the range fm < 0.4.
It is not a surprise that Ns/Ne should differ between
mergers and the global population. The probability of ob-
serving a merger at any general time is proportional to
the likelihood of it merging with another galaxy (which de-
pends on its environment) and the time-scale over which the
merger is detectable (which depends on the internal proper-
ties of the progenitors). Since spirals differ from ellipticals in
both environment (Dressler 1980) and their internal prop-
erties, it is not unreasonable to expect Ns/Ne in merger
observations to deviate from that of the complete galaxy
population.
Recent simulations by Lotz et al. (2008b) examined
1 www.galaxyzoo.org. The original site which produced the re-
sults for this paper is preserved at http://zoo1.galaxyzoo.org.
2 This catalogue is GZM1: Galaxy Zoo Mergers 1.
the time-scales of detectability for the merger-detection
techniques of ‘close-pairs’ and combinations of non-
parametric quantities (namely C, A, G & M20; see
Conselice, Rajgor & Myers 2008 and D09a for discussion).
These simulations found that the internal properties of the
progenitors significantly affect the time-scales over which
real systems would have been flagged as merging. The study
also found that the physical factors that had the greatest af-
fect on the time-scales of detectability were the gas-fractions
of the progenitors, their pericentric separation and their rel-
ative orientation. Conversely, the choice of system mass and
supernova-feedback prescription only slightly affected the
time-scales of detectability.
This would suggest that relative gas content is the most
morphology-specific factor affecting the time-scales of de-
tectability since spirals are relatively gas-rich compared to
ellipticals (orientation and pericentric separation, on the
other hand, are likely to be independent of morphology).
The internal properties of merging galaxies are also
important in so far as they determine the morphologi-
cal outcome of interacting galaxies. The abundance of mi-
nor mergers in the universe (e.g. Woods, Geller & Barton
2006) must mean that disc galaxies survive substantial num-
bers of minor mergers. Furthermore, given the estimate by
Conselice, Rajgor & Myers (2008) that, on average, a galaxy
in the mass range M∗ > 1010M⊙ will have undergone 4.3
+0.8
−0.8
major mergers since z ∼ 3, the number of disc galaxies
in the local universe should appear sizably reduced from
that observed unless they too can survive major mergers
(Hopkins et al. 2009a; Hopkins et al. 2009b). Disc survival
in major mergers is therefore likely to become an important
principle in galaxy evolution that we aim to shed light upon
in this work. The study of Hopkins et al. 2009a places great
emphasis on the gas-to-stellar-mass ratio in progenitor discs
which implicates the importance of feedback processes in
mergers (supernovae and AGN) in so far as they can help
retain gas at large radii whose angular momentum generates
disc reformation after dynamical relaxation.
Star-formation histories are therefore important to
study in mergers with respect to gas-retention in discs.
More broadly, several matters remain unsolved regarding
galactic star-formation histories (Ellis & Silk 2007; Kaviraj
2007b) in which mergers play an important role as they are
thought to directly trigger star formation (Schweizer et al.
2005; Li et al. 2008), generate (Ultra-) Luminous-Infra-Red-
Galaxy activity (Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Kaviraj 2007a;
Genzel et al. 2008) and bring about the formation of clus-
ters (Zepf & Ashman 1999; Schweizer et al. 2006). Empiri-
cal confirmation of the extent to which mergers are able to
affect the luminosity function is thus an important task.
Mergers can also affect star formation and disc dy-
namics in so far as they trigger AGN activity. This is
thought to be a natural consequence of the angular-
momentum loss that can take place in galactic interac-
tions allowing the infall of gas (Kewley, Geller & Barton
2006) that fuels the central super-massive black hole
(Somerville 2006; Jogee 2008). AGN feedback then con-
trols further infall and cooling of gas leading to reduced
star formation (Schawinski et al. 2006; Schawinski et al.
2007a; Khalatyan et al. 2008; Schawinski et al. 2009a).
Studies showing star-burst activity within AGN galax-
ies have suggested mergers as the causal mechanism (e.g.
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Figure 1. The redshift distributions of the merger and control
samples appear roughly the same within counting errors as ex-
pected. Any distance-dependent aperture or deblending biases
should affect both samples equally.
Storchi-Bergmann et al. 2001, Kauffmann et al. 2003b). We
test some of these claims by inspecting the star-formation
and AGN signatures in our mergers using emission-line di-
agnostics.
In §2 we recap the catalogue conventions described in
detail in D09a and describe the construction of our control
sample. To disentangle the role of environment from inter-
nal properties on a galaxy’s probability of being observed
in a merger, we begin our investigation with a study of the
environmental distributions of our samples in §3 which we
model by a single degree of freedom. The internal proper-
ties of galaxies require many more degrees of freedom to
fully capture their dynamics. We approach this task by first
examining the photometry of our samples (§4). In section
§5 we examine the stellar-mass distributions of our samples
and how these correlate with morphologies and colours in
merging systems. In §6 we perform spectral-line diagnostics
to determine the main ionisation sources (or lack of) in our
samples accompanied by star-formation-rate estimates. We
summarise and discuss our results in §7.
2 THE MERGER AND CONTROL SAMPLES
2.1 Sample Morphologies
The construction of the merging-pairs catalogue GZM1 is
described in detail in D09a. For all 3003 merging pairs,
we assigned one of the following morphologies to the con-
stituent galaxies: ‘Elliptical’ (E), ‘Spiral’ (S), ‘Unclear but
most probably Elliptical’ (EU) and ‘Unclear but most prob-
ably a Spiral’ (SU).
We then created a control sample of randomly selected
spectral galaxies from the SDSS DR6 catalogue. It is from
the same redshift range (0.005 < z < 0.1) so that the con-
trol and merger galaxies should have similar redshift distri-
butions (qualitatively confirmed by Figure 1). The random
nature of the selection of control objects makes them a rea-
sonable representation of the global galaxy population whose
Figure 2. Example images of the visually-assigned ‘stage’ cat-
egories: (left) ‘separated’, (centre) ‘interacting’ & (right) ‘ap-
proaching post-merger.’ Of our 3003 merging pairs, 167 (∼ 6%),
2526 (∼ 84%) and 310 (∼ 10%) were assigned to these categories
respectively.6
properties can be compared and contrasted to those of our
merger sample.3
All calculations carried out in this paper on the merger
objects are carried out in the same way for the control sam-
ple. The only difference is that on the few occasions where
we split the control sample into spiral and elliptical cate-
gories we use the following criteria: a control galaxy is a
spiral if the GZ weighted-spiral-vote fraction fs is greater
than its weighted-elliptical-vote fraction fe (these are direct
analogues to fm but for spirals and ellipticals respectively;
D09a, Eq. 1) and with a minimum absolute difference of
0.1. Similarly, a control galaxy is taken to be an elliptical
if fe > fs + 0.1. Control galaxies with |fe − fs| < 0.1 are
not used when comparing morphologies to the properties of
merging and non-merging galaxies since they are too hard
to distinguish. It is important to note that since the merger
and control morphologies were determined differently (merg-
ers by DWD) they should only be taken as a rough guide.4
2.2 Assigning Merger Stages
For each merger pair we also assigned a visually-chosen
merger ‘stage.’ We use three categories: ‘separated’, ‘inter-
acting’ and ‘approaching post-merger.’ The ‘separated’ stage
refers to systems classified as a merger in which there is
visible space between the galaxies. The ‘approaching post-
merger’ stage refers to systems where the progenitor cores
are typically within ∼ 5′′ of each other on the images.7 The
‘interacting’ stage refers to anything in between: the galax-
ies have coalesced to some degree with no space visible in
between but the cores have not settled to ∼ 5′′ yet. Fig-
ure 2 shows examples of these stages. The stages of our
3003 merging pairs comprise of 167 (∼ 6%) ‘separated,’ 2526
3 The control sample is arbitrarily large; we select the same num-
ber of control galaxies as are being used for the mergers depending
on the specifics of the investigation. For example, if we volume-
limit our merger catalogue to get a sample with x galaxies, we
compare it to a volume-limited sample of x control galaxies, etc.
4 In particular we find in §4 that the control ellipticals are bluer
than the merger ellipticals and this will mean that stellar mass
estimates will be typically lower for the control sample. It is dif-
ficult to disentangle whether this extra ‘blueness’ in ellipticals is
physical or just a selection effect. This problem will be overcome
by the Galaxy Zoo Two project.
7 Angular scales were used on all images for visual classifications.
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Figure 3. Distributions of ρg for merger and control populations.
The distributions in the upper panel are scaled to have unitary
area. We set galaxies with ρg = 0 to ρg = 10−3 to avoid Log(0)
errors (hence the spike near -3). The vertical lines mark the mean
value 〈ρg〉 for the samples. The shading in the background is an
indicator of environment type. The darkest shade corresponds to
ρg > 1.0 - the ‘cluster environment.’ The unshaded-white area
corresponds to ρg < 0.1 which we label the ‘field’ environment.’
The middle shade corresponds to ‘intermediate environments.’
(∼ 84%) ‘interacting’ and 310 (∼ 10%) ‘approaching post-
merger’ stages. The mean projected separation of the galaxy
objects for these three stages are ∼ 27.3kpc, ∼ 12.8kpc and
∼ 5.4kpc respectively. The mean projected separation for all
3003 pairs is ∼ 12.5kpc.
3 THE ENVIRONMENT OF MERGING
GALAXIES
To parametrise environment, we employ the method of
Schawinski et al. (2007b) that takes advantage of all the
spectroscopic-redshift recordings in the SDSS DR6 to ob-
tain the dimensionless number ρg (the adaptive Gaussian
environment parameter) for each galaxy in our catalogue.
This is a sophisticated measure of number density mapped
onto ρg ∈ R
+. The method is highly versatile and an
adapted version has recently been used to locate galaxy
clusters (Yoon et al. 2008). The parameter ρg(ra, dec, z, σ)
starts by finding close neighbours in DR6 within an initial
radius of σ for each galaxy. We use σ = 2.0Mpc follow-
ing Schawinski et al. (2007b). It then adapts this radius de-
pending on the initial number return in order to compensate
for the “finger-of-God” effect and is weighted such that ρg
increases the nearer its neighbours are. Wherever we have
spectra for both galaxies in the merger, we remove one of
them from the calculation to avert a skewed result (as ρg is
sensitive to nearby objects).
Some example values for ρg are useful at this point. A
galaxy with the lowest value of ρg = 0 has no neighbours
within a σ radius. Values up to ρg = 0.1 we call the ‘field
environment.’ ρg = 1 roughly corresponds to the centre of
a sphere of radius 3 Mpc with ten galaxies randomly dis-
tributed within. We call this the lower limit of the ‘dense
cluster’ environment. We call galaxies with 0.1 < ρg < 1
members of ‘intermediate environments.’
We plot the distribution of ρg for our merger and con-
trol populations in Figure 3 with the background shad-
ing representing our different environments. The samples
used are volume-limited (each galaxy must have Mr <
−20.55) and we exclude ‘unsure’ type morphologies (the
distributions are near identical with them). We calculate
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic for the two pairs of
cumulative-frequency graphs (control-ellipticals vs. E galax-
ies and control-spirals vs. S galaxies).
We find both merger and control samples are peaked
in what we have called ‘intermediate-environments.’ On av-
erage, the E galaxies occupy slightly denser environments
than their control counterparts (〈ρg〉E − 〈ρg〉con.-ellip. ∼
0.12) with a K-S significance level of ∼ 97%. The S
galaxies appear almost unaffected and, if anything, occupy
slightly denser environments than their control counterparts
(〈ρg〉S − 〈ρg〉con.-spiral ∼ 0.02 with a K-S significance level
of ∼ 82%). The overall distributions are virtually unaf-
fected if we cut by mass (> 7 × 1010M⊙) or if we use no
mass/magnitude limit. When we combine morphologies, the
mergers are, overall, in virtually identical environments as
the control sample (Appendix A).
As mergers therefore appear to occupy similar if not
slightly denser environments (environments where ellipticals
are more prevalent) we can rule out the role of environment
as a means to explain the high spiral-to-elliptical ratio in
mergers (as reported in D09a). If anything, the tendency
of mergers to occupy denser (elliptical-rich) environments
ought to decrease the spiral-to-elliptical ratio in mergers.
The discrepancies in the spiral-to-elliptical ratios between
the merger and global populations must therefore arise from
longer time-scales of detectability for mergers involving spi-
rals than for mergers involving ellipticals. Thus the internal
properties of galaxies that distinguish spirals from ellipti-
cals must be such that spirals remain detectable in mergers
for longer periods of time. We begin an investigation of the
internal properties of galaxies by examining their colour-
magnitude relations.
4 THE COLOURS OF MERGING GALAXIES
For all 3003 merging systems, at least one of the constituent
galaxies has spectra. We use this spectral redshift to obtain
k-corrected rest-frame magnitudes for both galaxies in each
merger pair using the SDSS ugriz model mags as inputs into
the IDL routine kcorrect 4 1 4 (Blanton et al. 2003).
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Colour-magnitude diagrams for samples of the individual galaxies involved in our mergers (coloured) and our control sample
(grey). The k-corrected rest-frame magnitude limit isMr < −20.55 (broken vertical line). The upper and lower sets of figures correspond
to the volume-limited and non-volume-limited samples respectively.
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We examine luminosity and colour in detail for our sam-
ples (Figure 4) in order to gain an overview of their charac-
teristics and to examine the qualitative effects of including
the ‘unsure’ morphologies and imposing the volume-limited
constraints (D09a).
The upper and lower sets of diagrams display the
volume-limited and non-volume-limited samples respec-
tively. The volume-limited sample has both redshift and ab-
solute magnitude bounds (Mr < −20.55) whereas the non-
volume-limited sample only has redshift bounds. For both
of these sets, the colour distributions are plotted for just the
‘sure’ morphologies (E & S - top rows) and then all merger
morphologies (E, S, EU & SU - bottom rows).
All samples exhibit some bi-modality though to differ-
ing degrees. The volume-limited samples show only marginal
bi-modality which is not surprising since the brighter galax-
ies will be dominated by galaxies in the red sequence (since
dimmer galaxies are, on average, bluer). The magnitude cut
of Mr < −20.55 removes many of the bluer, low-luminosity
galaxies. We see this in the non-volume-limited diagrams
which include many more (relatively-dim) galaxies that are
mostly blue spirals. For both the volume-limited and non-
volume-limited samples, we find that inclusion of the ‘un-
sure’ morphologies makes the overall distributions more
peaked in the red. Apart from this, the qualitative shapes of
the distributions are roughly the same with or without the
‘unsure’ morphologies.
In particular we find that in all cases the mergers ap-
pear to have a higher spread in colour at both the red and
blue ends compared to the control sample (see right hand
columns of both the upper and lower sets of diagrams). This
is in accord with early observations that ‘irregular’ mor-
phologies have a greater spread in colour than ‘regular’ ones
(Larson & Tinsley 1978). The effect is especially strong at
the blue end and a natural interpretation of this is due to
strong star formation induced by the merger process. We
examine this possibility using emission-line diagnostics in
§6.2.
The slight spread at the red end might be due to in-
creased extinction brought about by the journey of light
from one galaxy core through the extra dust of the perturb-
ing neighbour (if they lie roughly on the same line of sight).
We visually examined all spirals in mergers to ensure those
with u− r > 3.5 were not red due to an edge-on view. The
blue tail is more prominent for the non-volume-limited sam-
ple which, as stated, includes more low-luminosity galaxies
which are almost all S or SU morphologies. This fits well
with the notion that low-mass spirals have formed recently
and are rich in gas and will therefore produce high specific-
star-formation rates if they undergo mergers. We show in
§6.2 that low-mass spirals do in fact have the highest star-
formation rates relative to their stellar mass.
We also compared the colours of the control morpholo-
gies to the merger morphologies. We find that, when we
use volume-limited samples, the overall means for u − r
are very similar between the control and merger samples.
Similarly, the merger-spiral (S+SU) and control-spiral sub-
sets have similar u − r means with ∆ 〈u− r〉 ∼ 0.05 mag-
nitudes. However, the merger ellipticals (E+EU) have a
slightly redder mean compared to the control ellipticals with
∆ 〈u− r〉 ∼ 0.15 magnitudes. It is difficult to disentangle
whether this is due to a selection effect based upon how the
Figure 5. Mass distributions of the volume-limited galaxies for
differing environments corresponding to (from top to bottom)
‘all’, ‘field’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘cluster’ environments. All graphs
are scaled to have unitary area. The vertical lines indicate the
mean masses of the samples. The right-hand panels use all mor-
phologies, the left-hand panels only the ‘sure’ morphologies.
morphologies were selected or whether ellipticals in mergers
are genuinely observed to be redder. As noted, the overall
merger distributions have a more prominent red tail com-
pared to the control distributions, and so we should not be
surprised that the ellipticals in mergers are genuinely redder,
only, the degree to which they are redder might be exagger-
ated by the morphological selection effects (see §2.1). This
emphasises the fact that comparisons between morphologies
for the merger and control samples should be taken as a
rough guide only.
5 THE STELLAR MASSES OF MERGING
GALAXIES
5.1 Merger Mass Distributions
The stellar-mass estimates for our catalogues are described
in detail in D09a. To recap briefly, we fit the SDSS photom-
etry to a library of two-component star formation histories
with a simple stellar population for the first burst and a
variable e-folding time for the second (exponential) burst.
Metallicity is fixed to solar and dust is implemented using a
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Calzetti et al. law (Calzetti 2000). The purpose of the vary-
ing e-folding times is to account for galaxies with extended
star formation histories - an especially important feature for
mergers as they often have rich recent star formation.
Figure 5 shows the volume-limited mass distributions
of galaxies in the merger and control samples. We find that
across almost all environments, the spiral-galaxy distribu-
tions appear to be virtually the same for both the mergers
and the control sample. By contrast, the ellipticals in merg-
ers appear slightly more massive than their control coun-
terparts with a difference in the means of ∼ 2 dex. This
closely parallels the previous conclusion that merger and
control spirals occupy similar environments whereas ellipti-
cals in mergers are located in slightly denser environments
(which in turn host more massive galaxies on average) than
their control counterparts (see §3). However, it is important
to note that part of this affect could be connected with the
different criteria used to distinguish morphologies (the merg-
ers were decided by DWD, D09a, whereas the control mor-
phologies are determined directly from GZ; see §2.1). The
effect holds true even when we restrict the merger sample
to ‘sure’ morphologies (see the left hand column of Figure
5) and implies that the control-galaxy morphologies allow
slightly bluer systems to be classified as ellipticals.
Again though, like with the environment, we find that
when we decline to split the merger and control populations
by morphology, we do get very similar mass distributions for
the merger and control samples while showing slight favour
of merging galaxies being more massive (see Appendix A).
This should be taken to imply that merging galaxies are
in fact more massive on average than non-merging galaxies,
especially since spirals are over-observed in mergers and, be-
ing less massive on average compared to ellipticals, should
make the average mass of merging galaxies less than that of
the global population (all else being equal). The fact that
mergers favour spirals (which are generally less massive) yet
possess an overall distribution just as massive (if not slightly
more) than the control sample strongly suggests that galax-
ies observed in mergers really are more massive. The more
tentative conclusion that this is especially true of ellipticals
(by ∼ 2dex) would corroborate the findings of Bundy et al.
(2009).8
5.2 The Mass-Colour-Morphology Relation
Figure 6 shows the entire merger-pairs catalogue in mass-
colour-morphology space. Both colour and morphology scale
strongly and smoothly with mass: spiral-spiral mergers dom-
inate the lower-mass end, elliptical-elliptical mergers the
upper-mass end and elliptical-spiral mergers roughly in be-
tween. A sharp transition mass for galaxy properties within
SDSS was noted by Kauffmann et al. (2003a) at 3×1010M⊙
above which galaxies have “high surface mass densities, high
concentration indices typical of bulges and predominantly
old stellar populations” and below which galaxies have gen-
erally opposite characteristics. We find that below this value,
ellipticals are extremely rare and above it, spirals are both
reddening and diminishing in number in mergers.
8 Tentative because of the different methods for distinguishing
morphologies employed here.
The near absence of ellipticals with masses below
3 × 1010M⊙ raises the question as to what becomes of
the numerous low-mass spiral-spiral mergers we observe.
Kauffmann et al. (2003a) noted this special mass with re-
spect to galaxy properties but said little about the mech-
anism that drives the transition beyond suggesting rela-
tions between star formation, feedback mechanisms and
halo mass. We hypothesise that this mass could represent
a merger transition related to spiral-spiral survival in ma-
jor mergers: below this stellar mass, spirals tend to survive
mergers, above it they are likely to form an elliptical rem-
nant. Why might this be so?
The relatively high gas content in low-mass spirals could
be the key. The simulations studied in Hopkins et al. (2009a)
emphasise the role of the progenitor gas-to-stellar-mass ra-
tio as well as feedback mechanisms that serve to retain gas
at large radii during the merger process. These outer gas
supplies retain angular momentum and aid the reformation
of a disc in the post-merger remnant. The transition mass
at 3 × 1010M⊙ could therefore correspond to some critical
gas-to-stellar-mass ratio for disc galaxies.
On this hypothesis then, galaxies with stellar mass
< 3× 1010M⊙ generally have sufficient gas content to bring
about disc reformation after a (major-) merger. As spirals
increase in stellar mass (at the general expense of gas sup-
ply) they become increasingly prone to catastrophic angular-
momentum loss with respect to disc maintenance in the
event of a merger. Their remaining gas supplies then plunge
into the central core and transfer the angular momentum
required for disc morphology into the stellar dispersion of
the remnant bulge (Kewley, Geller & Barton 2006). The ex-
haustion of gas not only limits the system’s capacity to re-
tain angular momentum at high radii but also leaves lit-
tle for passive star formation in the remnant. The resultant
bulge-dominated galaxy is thereby destined towards an in-
creasingly red and elliptical galaxy-type (barring further gas
accumulation through accretion and gas-rich mergers).
Since feedback mechanisms are important to gas re-
tention in this model we next examine the AGN and star-
formation signatures of our mergers.
6 AGN, STAR-FORMING AND QUIESCENT
SIGNATURES IN GALAXY MERGERS
6.1 Ionisation Processes in Mergers
We perform emission-line diagnostics in order to deter-
mine the major sources of ionisation in both the merging
and control galaxies. To do this we made use of the pub-
licly available direct fitting tools PPXF and GANDALF (from
Cappellari & Emsellem 2004 and Sarzi et al. 2006, respec-
tively) to separate the contribution of the stellar continuum
and of the ionised-gas emission to the SDSS spectra, as in
Schawinski et al. (2007a).
We then used the measured fluxes for the nebular emis-
sion lines of our samples to determine the most likely source
of ionisation by juxtaposing a number of emission-line ratios
as first suggested by Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich (1981).
Specifically, we used the reddening-insensitive diagnos-
tic diagrams introduced by Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987),
which uses the four optical line ratios [OIII]/Hβ, [NII]/Hα,
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Figure 6. Mass-Colour-Morphology diagram. Each of the 3003 points represents a merger pair with the more massive galaxy mass
plotted on the x-axis and its partner’s mass along the y-axis. The colour of each point is the mean (u− r) of the two galaxies. The width
of the symbols is the same as the mean-mass error for the entire sample. The symbol represents the morphologies of the galaxies (for S-E
we do not distinguish which type is the more massive). We do not impose the magnitude limit on the sample (which would exclude most
points for < 1010M⊙) in order to maximise the range of view of the mass-colour-morphology relation. The upper panels individually
show the morphological categories over the total merger population (coloured grey). The broken lines therein lie at 3 × 1010M⊙ below
which ellipticals are rare.
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Figure 7. Spectral Type-Colour-Mass relations. The mass and colour are plotted the same as in figure 6 for all 3003 systems. The panels
show the population split into its various spectral types: Quiescent, Star-Forming or AGN. No magnitude limitation is imposed for an
enhanced view of mass build-up in relation to these properties.
[SII]/Hα, and [OI]/Hα to separate (i) Star-forming regions,
(ii) Seyfert nuclei, (iii) Low-Ionisation Nuclear Emitting re-
gions (LINERs) and (iv) the so-called Mixed/Transition ob-
jects, which display the spectral signatures of both HII re-
gions and AGNs. We assigned these classes to all galaxies
with S/N> 3 in at least all the Hα, Hβ, [OIII] and [NII]
lines, and further deemed as (v) Quiescent all those galaxies
for which such a criterion was not met. In other words a qui-
escent object is defined as having at least one weak emission
line and so an alternative label is the ‘weak emission-line’
category. To separate the different kinds of central activ-
ity in our merger galaxies we followed the demarcations be-
tween purely star-forming systems, transition objects and
truly active nuclei drawn by Kauffmann et al. (2003b) and
Kewley et al. (2006). We combine AGN types into a single
category for this presentation.
Thus, to each spectral object we assign one of the fol-
lowing classifications:
(i) Star-Forming
(ii) Mixed (both star-formation and AGN activity)
(iii) AGN (either Seyfert or LINER)
(iv) Quiescent
We refer to these possibilities as the galaxy’s
(ionisation-) ‘type.’ We obtain classifications for 1371 in-
dividual galaxies in our volume-limited merger sample. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates the location of these ionisation-types in the
same mass-colour space used in Figure 6 with no magni-
tude limitation (a proper volume-limited sample would see
decreased numbers of points in the M . 1010M⊙ regions).
Comparing Figures 7 and 6, we see that the star-forming
types occupy the smaller-mass regions which are dominated
by spirals and the quiescent types occupy the higher-mass
regions, which are dominated by ellipticals. The AGN cate-
gories seem to occupy the intermediate-mass regions.
The lack of star formation and AGN activity in high-
mass galaxies suggests that their fuel supply has been ex-
hausted whereas the lack of AGN activity in low-mass gas-
rich galaxies suggests that either AGN do not form there
(perhaps because they have insufficiently massive black-
holes at their centres to generate substantial ionisation) or
that their AGN signatures are obscured by the high gas con-
tent and star-formation rates (SFRs) (obscuration of ionisa-
tion signatures is a perennial problem of BPT-style classifi-
cations; Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981; Bamford et al.
2008).
The sample fractions with Poisson counting errors for
these various ionisation-types are shown in Table 6.1. We
exclude ‘unsure’ morphologies (EU, SU). When EU and SU
morphologies are included, the percentage of star-forming
types decreases by ∼ 10% with the quiescent and AGN cat-
egories increasing by ∼ 5%. This effect is to be expected
since the ‘unsure’ morphologies include a higher proportion
of ellipticals (D09a) which, as the table shows, have fewer
star-forming types but more AGN and quiescent. The con-
trol sample here consists of 1200 randomly selected volume-
limited objects. We also looked at the percentages of the
first 600 control galaxies that are deemed to be spirals ac-
cording to the criteria given in §2.1 and likewise for the first
600 control-ellipticals.
Examining Table 6.1, we find that the fraction of AGN
in mergers appears no different from the control sample
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Percentages of ionisation-types for volume-limited merger and control galaxies. Numbers
given are rounded to nearest integer. The ‘All AGN’ row is the sum of the Mixed and AGN
percentages. The ‘All SF’ row is the sum of the Mixed and Star-Forming percentages. We include
the sample sizes plus Poisson-Counting errors rounded up to the nearest percent.
Type S+E Galaxies Control S E Con.-Spirals Con.-Ellipticals
Star-Forming 45±2 14±1 51±2 0±1 25±2 6 ±1
Mixed 7 ±1 4 ±1 8 ±1 0±1 6 ±1 2 ±1
AGN 16 ±1 20±1 15 ±1 18±3 23±2 20±2
Quiescent 32±2 62±2 26±1 81±7 46±3 73±3
All SF 52±2 18±1 59±2 0±1 31±2 8 ±1
All AGN 23±1 24±1 23±1 18±3 29±2 20±2
Galaxies in Sample 1371 1200 1219 152 600 600
(∼ 23 ± 1% compared to ∼ 24 ± 1%) for the total pop-
ulations. However, splitting the merger and control sam-
ples into separate morphologies suggests that the fraction
of AGN in merging spirals is slightly less than in their con-
trol counterparts (∼ 23 ± 1% compared to ∼ 29 ± 2%). As
mentioned though, AGN signatures might be obscured by
high star-formation rates (SFRs) and disrupted gas content
in merging galaxies. These star-formation rates are seen to
be extremely high for merging spirals (59±2%) compared to
control spirals (31± 2%). When we further split the merger
populations into the three visually-allotted merger ‘stages’
(‘separated’, ‘interacting’ and ‘approaching post-merger’ see
§2.2), we find that the percentage of star-forming spiral
galaxies in mergers for these stages are 59 ± 8%, 50 ± 2%
and 43 ± 7% respectively. The descending percentages sug-
gest that star-formation takes place early-on in the merger
process. When we examine the fractions of AGN types in
spirals for these stages we obtain 21 ± 5%, 23 ± 2% and
32 ± 6% which shows slight signs of ascending AGN activ-
ity within merging spirals as they approach the post-merger
stage. Alternatively, this could suggest that where SFRs are
less intense, AGN signatures become easier to detect or even
that we are seeing the effects of AGN feedback quenching
SF.
The sample of ellipticals in mergers, by contrast, resem-
bles that of the control ellipticals when split into ionisation
types except that none of them are star-forming types. Both
merging and control ellipticals are dominated by quiescent
types (81± 7% and 73± 3%) and have the same fraction of
AGN (18± 3% and 20± 2%). In short, the internal proper-
ties of ellipticals appear basically unaffected by the merger
process and thus live up to the ‘red-and-dead’ stereotype,
dominating the quiescent category.
Our results are in broad agreement with previous stud-
ies. Induced star formation in interacting galaxies was first
quantified by Keel et al. (1985) and Kennicutt et al. (1987).
They claimed, however, that both star formation and nu-
clear activity is enhanced in close-pairs. Similar studies since
then have strongly confirmed that mergers-induce star for-
mation (see §1; Hopkins et al. 2003), though the idea that
AGN are significantly induced by mergers remains tentative
(Ellison et al. 2008).
Our study so far strongly confirms that mergers signif-
icantly enhance SFRs but only in spirals - there appears to
be no effect at all upon our visually-inspected ‘sure’ ellipti-
cals. Our work also lends very little support to the notion
that AGN activity is enhanced by the merger process, the
one exception perhaps being in late-stage spirals.
6.2 Star-Forming Rates in Merging Galaxies
Having found the fraction of galaxies classified as ‘star-
forming,’ we now wish to quantify the rates at which their
star formation occurs. We use the integrated spectral flux of
the extinction-corrected Hα lines derived by our ionisation-
types assessment to obtain an absolute rest-frame flux. We
scale the flux measured in the 3′′-diameter SDSS fibre aper-
ture to give an estimate of the total flux, using the ratio
of Petrosian and 3′′ aperture fluxes in the r-band photom-
etry. We then apply the model Hα-SFR relation derived by
Kennicutt (1998), Eq. 3:
SFRHα [M⊙yrs
−1] = 7.94× 10−42LHα [ergs/s]
to obtain estimates for the SFRs of our merging and
control galaxies. We find that our (volume-limited) sam-
ple of star-forming merger galaxies has a mean SFRHα
of ∼ 5.2M⊙yr
−1. The equivalent control sample has ∼
2.6M⊙yr
−1, i.e. the merger process enhances our SFRs by
a factor ∼ 2. The highest SFR for any of our star-forming
merging galaxies is ∼ 95M⊙yr
−1.
However, our sample involves a range in masses over 3−
4 orders of magnitude and so it is not entirely appropriate to
compare SFRs across such a range (one would expect larger
galaxies to have a greater absolute SFR) and so we quantify
the relative size of the SFR for each galaxy by defining the
specific-SFR, κ, as the log of the SFRHα per stellar mass
unit:
κ = log
2
4 (
dM
dt
)starformation
M∗
3
5 yr−1. (1)
The upper panel of Figure 8 plots the value of κ against
the stellar mass for each galaxy of the star-forming type.
There is a negative correlation between these two quanti-
ties such that the more massive a star-forming galaxy is,
the smaller its SFRHα per stellar mass (similar to the find-
ings of Brinchmann et al. 2004 Figure 13). The star-forming
control sample has a mean κ of ∼ 0.25 less than the star-
forming mergers. The control’s κ−M∗ gradient is also shal-
lower indicating that as the size of the galaxy increases, the
relative star formation enhancement induced by the merger
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Figure 8. The specific-star-formation rate (κ) compared to
stellar-mass. The upper panel shows the relationship between stel-
lar mass and specific-star-formation (κ) for the 1588 star-forming
galaxies in mergers in our catalogue and the same number of star-
forming systems taken from the control sample. The broken lines
are linear best-fits to the samples. The solid horizontal lines show
< κ > for the two populations. The lower panel shows κ-mass
space for the star-forming merger systems (any system with at
least one galaxy of the star-forming type) where the colour scale
represents κ of the galaxy which is star-forming. Neither sample is
volume-limited for an enhanced general overview of κ across our
stellar-mass range. The arrows indicate the gas-depletion evolu-
tion advocated in this study.
diminishes. This is not surprising since gas supply in galaxies
should generally scale down with stellar mass (Noeske et al.
2007). Taking κ as a proxy for gas content (reminiscent to
the Schmidt law Schmidt (1959)), we can interpret this re-
lation to mean that the larger the star-forming galaxy be-
comes (with respect to stellar mass) so their merging be-
comes ‘drier.’ By the time the gas is completely exhausted,
there simply is no fuel available for SF, even in a merger.
These observations therefore lend well to the hypothe-
sis that a critical gas-to-stellar-mass ratio exists for spirals
which could correspond to galaxies with the 3 × 1010M⊙
mass of Kauffmann et al. (2003a). By taking κ as a proxy
for relative gas abundance, one can envisage a smoothly de-
creasing gas supply with increasing stellar mass in the lower
panel of Figure 8. The number of star-forming spirals then
begins to diminish for those of mass beyond 3 × 1010M⊙
which is roughly where elliptical galaxies begin to take over
(Figure 6). The suggestion is that spirals with gas supply
corresponding to κ . 10−10 will most likely result in an el-
liptical remnant should they undergo a major merger, the
likelihood of this result scaling up with decreasing κ.
7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In the previous study, D09a, we found that the spiral-to-
elliptical ratio in mergers (Ns/Ne) was high by a factor of
at least 2 in our sample compared to the global population.
The first aim of this paper was to discern the likely cause
for this discrepancy suggesting that it is either the result
of an environmental preference for mergers to take place
where spirals are relatively abundant or that the time-scales
of detectability for spiral-mergers are longer than those for
elliptical-mergers.
To test the role of environment we used the adaptive-
Gaussian-environment parameter ρσ to create distributions
for our samples. By comparison to the randomly selected
control sample of SDSS galaxies with spectra, we found that
mergers occupy similar if not denser environments than the
control sample. This, if anything, would not favour the pres-
ence of spirals in mergers but ellipticals since it is known
that denser environments are favourable to elliptical galax-
ies (Dressler 1980).
We concluded therefore that the high number of spi-
rals in mergers is unlikely to be an environmental effect.
On the other hand, the suggested alternative (that the time
scales for a merger to reach a relaxed state vary depending
on the internal properties of the galaxies) seems intrinsi-
cally plausible and has been corroborated by other studies
(Bell et al. 2006; Lotz et al. 2008a; Lotz et al. 2008b). Spi-
ral galaxies are typified by relatively large gas reservoirs, a
more uniform distribution of matter along their radius and
lower total mass in comparison to ellipticals. One would ex-
pect therefore that, when two ellipticals merge, they tend to
produce comparatively faint tidal tails and little star forma-
tion, making their detection a more difficult observational
task. The role of mass remains unclear though. The simula-
tions of Lotz et al. (2008b) suggested that mass made little
difference to these time-scales but our results suggested that
very massive ellipticals in mergers were more likely to merge
(§5.1).
This slight excess in mass is complimentary to a slight
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excess in environmental density. Suppose that the probabil-
ity of a galaxy merging at some general time, pm, is only a
function of galaxy mass and environment, pm = pm(M
∗, ρ).9
For any given environment, ρ, a more massive galaxy exerts
a stronger pull on its neighbours and so, all else being equal,
a more massive galaxy should be more likely to merge.10
More massive galaxies are also more likely to occupy
denser environments (given the morphology-environment re-
lationship, e.g. Dressler (1980) and the mass-morphology re-
lationship, e.g. Kauffmann et al. (2003a)) so that two galax-
ies of mass M∗1 and M
∗
2 where M
∗
1 > M
∗
2 which have the same
probability of merging, p1(M
∗
1, ρ1) = p2(M
∗
2, ρ2) must oc-
cupy different environments and, since mass generally scales
with environment, we must have ρ1 > ρ2. In other words,
both the mass and environment distributions of galaxies in
mergers should appear rightward-shifted compared to the
global population as we see in Figures 3 and 5.
Since environmental factors do not provide an explana-
tion for the high Ns/Ne observed in mergers, we conclude
that mergers involving spiral galaxies remain detectable for
longer periods. Whereas the study by Lotz et al. (2008b)
provided theoretical evidence that this is in fact the case,
this study provides empirical evidence that these time-scales
of detectability do indeed vary. This should be taken into
consideration by those that aim to convert an observed
merger fraction to an absolute merger rate for implemen-
tation in hierarchical models.
Mergers with spirals must remain detectable for longer
due to their internal properties and so we turned to in-
vestigate them, beginning with the photometric properties
of mergers. We showed that the colours of merging galax-
ies scale strongly with mass and morphology and are more
spread compared to ordinary galaxies (§5). In particular,
mergers exhibit a strong blue tail which we concluded is due
to intense star formation induced by the merger process.
Below the stellar transition mass ∼ 3× 1010M⊙ noted
by Kauffmann et al. (2003a) we found that ellipticals were
rare in both the merger and the control samples though spi-
rals were fairly common in both. What then becomes of the
numerous low-mass spiral-spiral mergers? It was posited in
§1 that at least some spiral-spiral mergers survive major
mergers and this lead to the hypothesise that the transition
mass of ∼ 3× 1010M⊙ corresponds to a transition between
general-disc survival and general-disc destruction in merg-
ers.
Such a transition would be closely linked with gas dy-
namics in mergers. Simulations studying disc survival have
placed great emphasis on the interactions between gas and
stars in mergers suggesting that galaxies with high gas-to-
stellar-mass ratios and reservoirs at high radii are highly ca-
pable of rapid disc-reformation after dynamical relaxation
9 This takes into account the number density and peculiar ve-
locities of surrounding galaxies since these are both functions (or
definitions) of environmental measure.
10 Moreover, for any environment taken as a closed system or-
biting a common centre of mass where it can be assumed that
it’s constituent bodies are in equilibrium (having the same ki-
netic energy), a more massive body will have a smaller peculiar
velocity with respect to the system’s centre of mass making it
more conducive to gravitational binding with some other orbiting
body.
(Hopkins et al. 2009a). As spiral galaxies evolve they ex-
pend gas in their disc via passive star formation and merger-
induced drainage leading to an increasingly lower gas-to-
stellar-mass ratio. Since the gas content in spirals generally
scales down with stellar mass, there must be some average
gas-to-stellar-mass ratio for spirals at 3× 1010M⊙ and this,
we hypothesise, marks a critical point beyond which spirals
are unlikely to survive major mergers.
While the gas-to-stellar-mass ratio is important, it can-
not be the sole determinant of disc survival. For example the
distribution of gas is also an important factor meaning that
feedback mechanisms that retain gas at high radii are indi-
rectly involved in disc survival/destruction in mergers. This
prompted AGN-SFR analysis using the spectral-line widths
available to our catalogue.
We found that mergers induce intense star formation
but only in mergers involving spirals (see Table 6.1) - ellip-
ticals are hardly affected and dominate the quiescent cat-
egory. This fits with the ‘red-and-dead’ stereotype for gi-
ant ellipticals and suggests that mergers can account well
for the spread towards the high-mass end of galaxies in the
red-colour sequence (i.e. giant elliptical-elliptical mergers in-
crease the luminosity of the progenitor, but negligibly affect
its colour and internal properties).
By contrast, we found little overall evidence for in-
creased AGN activity in mergers in broad agreement
with several recent studies (Barton, Geller & Kenyon 2000;
Alonso et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008) though contrary to early
reports such as Kennicutt et al. (1987) and, more recently,
Woods & Geller (2007), Schawinski et al. (2009b). The re-
cent study by Ellison et al. (2008) also found little evidence
for increased AGN activity in their close-pairs sample and
concluded that, if AGN are induced by mergers, then they
must occur at stages later than close-pairs typically examine.
In D09a, we did show in fact that our merger-location tech-
nique picks up mergers in later stages compared to the close-
pairs technique. Furthermore, when we divided our mergers
into their visually assigned stages, there appeared to be a
slight increase in the proportion of merging galaxies in the
‘approaching post-merger’ stage (32 ± 6% with mean pro-
jected core-separation ∼ 5kpc) in comparison to mergers at
earlier stages (23± 2% with mean projected core-separation
∼ 13kpc). Caution is urged here though since the counting
errors are large and there may be obscuration affects asso-
ciated with strong star formation signatures.
We found that the specific-SFRs (defined in Eq. (1),
§6.2) are higher in star-forming mergers, on average, than
in the star-forming control galaxies by ∼ 2. For the star-
forming galaxies in mergers we find that the specific-star-
formation rate scales down with stellar mass. We interpreted
this to mean that gas supply is being continually drained as
galaxies accumulate stellar-mass. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that a critical gas-to-stellar-mass ratio emerges
near 3× 1010M⊙ for disc survival/destruction.
The results of this study generally imply that, where
mergers do happen, their effects are powerful on spirals
(eroding their gas and angular momentum supplies and
strongly enhancing their SFRs) but much weaker on ellip-
ticals. This in turn affects the time-scales of detectability
for mergers which should be taken into account by studies
aiming to convert merger fractions into merger rates.
Many interesting clues about galaxy evolution can be
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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gleaned from our data and future projects such as Galaxy
Zoo Two applied to SDSS and higher redshift surveys
promise exciting results.
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APPENDIX A: ENVIRONMENT AND MASSES
OF COMBINED MORPHOLOGIES FOR
MERGER AND CONTROL SAMPLE
It was claimed in §3 with reference to Figure 3 that merg-
ing galaxies appeared to occupy very similar, if not, denser
environments for both ellipticals and spirals compared to
their control counterparts. A very similar set of results was
claimed in §5.1 with reference to Figure 5 suggesting that
merging galaxies possessed very similar, if not, more massive
stellar masses than their control counterparts. In both cases,
the excesses appeared slightly higher for ellipticals, though
still only with a ∼ 2dex difference in the means for both ρg
and M∗.
However, the morphologies for the two samples were
selected by different means (the mergers visually by DWD
and the control sample by GZ data as described in §2.1). In
particular the control sample, when divided into ellipticals
and spirals, was rendered incomplete by the stipulation that
|fe − fs| < 0.1. We therefore reproduce Figures 3 and 5 in
Figures A1 and A2 without distinguishing morphologies.
These figures confirm the basic result that for both en-
vironment and stellar masses, the merger and control distri-
butions are very similar with the mergers exhibiting a very
slight excess in both cases with respect to their mean val-
ues. However this is significant since, as argued in D09a,
the merger sample has a high spiral-to-elliptical ratio com-
pared to the global population which is represented here by
the control sample. This should decrease the mean-values
of the mergers for both environment and stellar mass since
Figure A1. Combined-morphologies version of Figure 3.
Figure A2. Combined-morphologies version of Figure 5.
spirals are known to be less massive and occupy less dense
environments than ellipticals. To put this in other words, the
mergers manage to ‘keep up’ with the control sample despite
the handicap of a high spiral population which strengthens
the claim that mergers do in fact have a slight excess in
mass and environmental density compared with the global
population.
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